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A Townie asks for advice on  
how to approach molar endo—
especially when it comes to  
pulpotomies and pulpectomies

The conversation, taken from one of Dentaltown’s 

 busiest message boards, begins on the next page.
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Introduction:
I haven’t done a second molar endo in well over five years and usually send my molars endos 

off to the specialist. My new gig involves a lot of emergency dentistry and I would like to be able 

to at least provide an adequate pulpotomy/pulpectomy procedure for my patients to get them out 

of pain if I can’t complete the endo.

For example: This young man presented in severe pain, not long before closing time. I 

wanted to help get him out of pain until he could see the endodontist tomorrow. #2 tested as 

lingering intense pain to cold, pain to percussion/bite and WNL to palpation.

 

 

 

Conclusion:
Where did I go wrong in my search? I like to learn from my mistakes whenever possible. I was 

using 4.5x loupes with a LumaDent light. I was trying to keep my initial access fairly conservative. n

I don’t suppose you took a pic of your access … n

I should have but I was already getting the evil eye from my assistant because we were 

30 minutes past closing time. n

Pic of access would definitely help. For what it’s worth, I’ve found a pulpotomy in these 

situations where tooth is vital and then Formocresol after does well to alleviate the pain and buy 

Where Did I Go Wrong?
A Townie looks for pointers on finding elusive canals
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All composites were placed in October by his close family friend 
who is a dentist.

I accessed without a rubber dam because the patient was very 
claustrophobic. As soon as I found the pulp chamber, the dam 
went on. I slowly searched for canal orifices using an Endo-Z 
bur.

I identified what I believe is the MB and palatal canals. I placed 
a couple files in just to confirm that I wasn’t actually in the DB 
and thinking it was the MB. After searching for about 10 min-
utes, I decided I’d better stop before I did more harm than good.
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patient some time to see the endodontist in your situation. If it’s necrotic, it needs a pulpectomy. 

The endodontist will always like it better if you haven’t filed the canals. Other than that, your 

access on X-ray looks fine but a pic of the access would help to answer your question. You are 

probably really close and just missing something small. n

Here is the third one. You just had to dig a little deeper, and 
removed the cervical ledge. Looks like you have got MB and PA 

for now, and DB is the one missing. n

Your access is fine to the mesial, but way overextended to the distal, which is a classic error 
in such cases of second molars that we will all do from time to time. These second molars can 
have really narrow chambers in the bucco–palatal direction. The point of entry to the DB root 
can be almost on the same line drawn from the MB point of entry to the palatal point of entry. 
Very odd position, so much more mesial than you could think it. 

This guy seems to have pretty big canals. So, I’d say just scout the chamber floor with a file 
angled distally, but start looking much more mesial than your distal wall of the access and you’ll 
drop into it. You’ll be surprised how much more mesially you’ll find it than you are thinking.

And along the same line of thought, look for an MB2. Scout the line between the palatal and 
MB with a 0.06 hand file; simply angle it to the mesial and scout that line. Somewhere between 
the MB and the palatal, almost in the middle between the two, you’ll often get a slight stick. Work 
it a little bit and you’ll drop into the MB2. And once you’ll have worked it a bit and enlarged your 
point of entry, it’ll look so far more to the mesial that you’ll wonder how come you haven’t perfed.

This is the hard part for most second molars. Keeping the access more mesial, and keeping it 
all of reasonable size in order not to lose the proper anatomical landmarks that will usually help 
orient you. A conservative access tends to help such cases quite a bit. n

If I can find only two canals in a molar after a few minutes of search, I forget about the third 
canal for a while and instrument the found canals. Once the found canals are all done, I have a 
much better idea of the pulpal floor layout and my search is easier. There are times when it takes 

me 30 minutes more just to locate that third canal. n

I started to realize I was making this mistake so that’s why I stopped. I’ve practiced some 
accesses on extracted teeth but it has been a while. Thanks for confirming my suspicions. 

Almunk, I was considering doing this. It would have likely been a better use of my time. I’ll 
remember it for next time. n

We can clearly see three roots on the preop, as well as at least three canals. As easy as we 
might think it should be, sometimes these cases can be really tough because of disorientation, 
because the tooth is angled to the distal a bit. It’s a common thing on second molars and one of 
the main reasons why access is so difficult, making everything else very difficult. n
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I think maybe Karim described it (as a guess). You have opened the tooth in green. You were 
looking around in the far DB of the green for what isn’t there. The DB is likely more central and 
closer to MB. Probably under a lip. Likely not hard to locate at all once a guy gets his bearings 
and thinks it out a bit. I am guessing, but when I have the experience of similar errors, we 
sometimes can also guess them. n

 

I do not see the overextension to the D, looks like uncovering of the pulp chamber from 
above to the side walls of the chamber to me. I am never surprised when the canals of the B roots 
on second molars start out as one opening in the pulpal floor. Have found many this way. Large 
Curve of Spee can throw you off and you think you are in the mesial canal and you are in the 
D, especially if the floor only gives you two openings. n

I’d say your drawing is pretty much exactly what I did. I did a quick drawing as to how I 
interpreted the radiographs. Is this similar to how you are viewing it, or am I way off? n

 
 

Sometimes taking a BW after you have found two canals will show you exactly where you 
need to look. Take out the files and take off the clamp, shoot the BW and lots of times it is an 
“aha!” moment. n

Better not to perf and refer. I do a lot of molar endo and there are two to three cases a year 
that I punt midtreatment when I cannot find a canal or cannot get patency. n

Well, anybody who has done enough endo has done this. Like Karim said, it’s quite common. 
With the appropriate honesty level, everybody has done it. Your drawing is close enough but is 
not going to help you out much. What will help you out here is in your head. The realization 
is stop looking and drilling the wrong area. (You already did that.) You stopped before many 
would with looking and drilling where it isn’t. The easiest way to avoid getting sucked in on a 
case like this is:
• Look at the preop X-ray. Think.
• The pulp chamber and canals are big here. Say to yourself, “You don’t have to go outside 
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the pulp chamber to find the canals.” (Technically we never have to do that but for small 
chambers and calcified canals, we easily can because it’s not as obvious). Once we/I/you 
uncover the pulp chamber roof (on a case like this), the canals are in there. Avoid the 
temptation to start drilling outside the chamber. Flare open the one you have first, analyze 
that, think it out and convince yourself the canals are in there and not somewhere else.
This sounds somewhat obvious, but I can say it is not always as obvious in our head as it 

seems when it is written. n
12/29/2017

Share your cases online!
This difficult endo case might be all taken 
care of, but there’s still plenty more content 
online. To weigh in on other cases and help 
your fellow Townies, go to dentaltown.com 
and under message boards, select “Forum 
Categories” to choose from an array of 
topics from anesthesiology to TMD.
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